ABSTRACT This paper focuses on the study of sensitivity distribution of the capacitively coupled electrical resistance tomography (CCERT) and the influences of excitation patterns on sensitivity distributions. The sensitivity distributions of a 12-electrode CCERT sensor under three excitation patterns (the one-electrode excitation pattern, the three-electrode excitation pattern, and the five-electrode excitation pattern) are investigated and compared. The simulation study was implemented by the COMSOL Multiphysics FEM simulation software and MATLAB. The research results show that there is no negative region in the sensitivity distributions of the CCERT sensor and all the sensitivity distributions are not uniform. The research results also indicate that as the number of excitation electrodes increases, the sensitivity distributions have higher average sensitivity and better distribution uniformity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electrical tomography (ET), which includes electrical resistance tomography (ERT), electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) and electromagnetic tomography (EMT), has become popular since 1980s [1] - [4] . Due to its advantages of low cost, non-intrusive, high speed, no radiation hazard and being suitable for various sizes of pipes, ET has received great attentions from scientists and engineers and many achievements/technical progresses have been obtained [1] - [10] . Now, ET is an attractive and important technique in the research field of multiphase flow measurement [5] - [10] .
Using simulation software to study the sensitivity distribution of ET and the influence of measurement strategy (excitation and detection patterns) on the sensitivity distribution is an essential work which plays an important role in sensor design, image reconstruction and parameter measurement of ET [9] - [15] . Many research works have been undertaken and many excellent results have been obtained. For ERT, the most popular measurement strategy of traditional ERT is the adjacent strategy, which excites with current signal and detects the voltage between each pair of adjacent electrodes. This approach provides high sensitivity near the pipe/vessel wall but poor sensitivity in the central region [9] , [16] . Dickin and Wang [16] employed an opposite strategy (exciting opposite electrode pairs) which was less sensitive to conductivity changes than the adjacent strategy at the boundary and yielded a relatively good distinguishability due to the even distribution of currents. Wang et al. [18] proposed a conducting boundary strategy for the conducting vessel wall to overcome the grounding effect. Zhu et al. [19] studied an adaptive current excitation strategy with 32 driving electrodes and 32 voltage measurement electrodes. This method had the potential for improving qualified tomography results. Gevers et al. [20] increased the measurement rate of an EIT system by using parallel excitation of coded signals. Adler et al. [21] analyzed various choices of excitation and measurement patterns under the constraint of pair drive and noted that adjacent patterns were harmful and should be abandoned. Xiao et al. [22] proposed a finite element mesh optimization method to improve the ill-posedness of the traditional sensitivity matrix in ERT. Similarly, for ECT (The measurement approach is usually to excite a drive electrode with alternating current (AC) voltage signal and detect the current of remaining electrodes.) and EMT (The main approach is the single frequency sinusoidal excitation.), a lot of meaningful research works have been undertaken and useful references have been obtained [23] - [31] . Undoubtedly, all the above research results greatly enhance the development of ET and provide useful references for further research [8] , [9] , [14] , [15] .
Among the above three kinds of ET, ERT is an effective approach to qualitatively or quantitatively measure the spatial conductivity distribution of gas-liquid two-phase flow [6] - [10] , [14] , [15] . However, although ERT has many advantages (e.g., high speed, low cost, etc.), the measurement principle of ERT is on the basis of contact conductivity measurement [3] , [9] , [14] . The electrodes of ERT are directly in contact with the conductive fluid. That may result in electrochemical erosion effect and polarization effect of the electrodes. Meanwhile, if the electrodes are contaminated, unpredictable measurement errors may arise. These drawbacks more or less limit the practical application of ERT systems [5] , [32] , [33] .
By referring to the basic idea of the capacitively coupled contactless conductivity detection (C 4 D), i.e., using two coupling capacitances to form an AC measurement path and hence to realize the conductivity measurement contactlessly, a new kind of ET, capacitively coupled electrical resistance tomography (CCERT), is proposed in 2013 [32] - [34] . CCERT can be regarded as an improvement of ERT and it is a contactless measurement technique. The electrodes of CCERT are not in contact with the fluid. Thus, the drawbacks of ERT (e.g., electrochemical erosion effect, polarization effect and the influence of electrode contamination on the measurement results, etc.) can be overcome. Unfortunately, as a new kind of ET, the research on sensitivity distributions of CCERT and the influence of measurement strategy on sensitivity distribution are limited. More research works should be undertaken.
The aim of this work is to study the sensitivity distributions of CCERT and the influence of excitation patterns on sensitivity distribution by software simulation, and to obtain useful knowledge and experience for sensor design, image reconstruction and process application of CCERT. 
II. EXCITATION PATTERNS AND SIMULATION MODEL
A. EXCITATION PATTERNS Fig. 1 shows the measurement principle of a 12-electrode CCERT sensor. The electrodes are positioned equidistantly around the outer boundary of the pipe wall. For each electrode pair, the two electrodes, the insulation pipe and the conductive liquid in the pipe can form two coupling capacitances, and the conductive liquid can be equivalent to a resistor. So, the circuit between any electrode pair can also be simplified as two coupling capacitors and one resistor. Fig. 1(b) shows the equivalent circuit of the measurement electrode pair (electrode 5 and electrode 10), where C 5 is the coupling capacitance formed by electrode 5, the insulation pipe and the conductive fluid in the pipe. C 10 is the coupling capacitance formed by electrode 10, the insulation pipe and the conductive fluid in the pipe. R 5,10 is the equivalent resistor of the fluid between the two electrodes. When the AC voltage is applied on the excitation electrode, the AC current which reflect the information of the conductivity distribution can be measured from the detection electrode.
Using the 12-electrode CCERT sensor, three excitation patterns of CCERT are investigated in this work.
The first pattern is the one-electrode excitation pattern, i.e., the one-electrode excitation and one-electrode detection pattern. In every measurement cycle, two of the electrodes are selected as the measurement electrode pair (one is the excitation electrode and the other is the detection electrode), as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The excitation electrode is connected with an AC excitation voltage source, the detection electrode is kept at ground potential, while the remaining electrodes are kept at floating potential. For the one-electrode excitation pattern, there are six typical positions of the detection electrode relative to the excitation electrode, i.e., there are six typical sensitivity distributions. For an example, taking electrode 1 the excitation electrode, electrode pair 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6 and 1-7 are the six typical measurement pairs. In one measurement cycle, electrode 1 is firstly excited and electrode 2∼12 are selected as the detection electrodes respectively to obtain the resistances of the fluid between electrode 1 and the other eleven electrodes. Then, the electrode 2∼11 are excited in sequence, so the resistances of the fluid of all single electrode pairs are measured, and so on.
The second pattern is the three-electrode excitation pattern, i.e., the three-electrode excitation and one-electrode detection pattern. Three adjacent electrodes are selected as the excitation electrodes, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . For the threeelectrode excitation pattern, there exist five typical sensitivity distributions corresponding to five typical positions of the detection electrode relative to the three excitation electrodes (such as electrode group 1,2,3-4, 1,2,3-5, 1,2,3-6, 1,2,3-7 and 1,2,3-8 when electrode 1, 2 and 3 are the three excitation electrodes).
The third pattern is the five-electrode excitation pattern, i.e., the five-electrode excitation and one-electrode detection pattern, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Five adjacent electrodes are selected as the excitation electrodes. Similarly, for the five-electrode excitation pattern, there exist four typical sensitivity distributions corresponding to four typical positions of the detection electrode relative to the five excitation electrodes (such as electrode group 1,2,3,4,5-6, 1,2,3,4,5-7, VOLUME 5, 2017 
B. SIMULATION MODEL
The sensing field of the CCERT sensor in Fig. 1 can be regarded as a quasi-static electromagnetic field, which satisfies the Maxwell's equations [10] , [12] , [35] . Meanwhile, to simplify the model, the fringe effect caused by the finite electrode length is neglected. Thus, the simulation model in this work is [33] , [34] :
where, σ (x, y) and ε(x, y) are the spatial conductivity distribution and the spatial permittivity distribution. With the simulation model in Eq. (1), the sensitivity distribution of the sensor under specific measurement strategy can be obtained by introducing the widely used finite element method (FEM) [11] - [13] , [16] , [17] . The simulation works were carried out by the COMSOL Multiphysics FEM simulation software and MATLAB. The simulation area of the CCERT sensor was meshed into 864 triangle elements, as shown in Fig. 3 . The inner diameter of the CCERT sensor was 0.11 m and the electrode angle was 25 • . The excitation frequency and the amplitude of the AC voltage source were 200 kHz and 1.0 V, respectively. The tap water with the conductivity σ 0 = 0.012 S/m and the air/gas with the conductivity σ 1 = 0.0 S/m were selected as the two phases.
During the simulation process, the excitation voltage applied to the excitation electrode(s) is known and the current on the detection electrode can be calculated by the software according to Eq. (2).
where, a − b is the electrode pair. J a−b is the current density around the detection electrode and b is the surface area of the detection electrode. So, for the electrode pair a − b, the equivalent resistance R a−b of the measured fluid between the excitation electrode(s) and the detection electrode can be calculated by
The resistance sensitivity of the ith element (for instance, the element filled in black in Fig. 3 ) of the electrode pair a−b is defined as
where, R 0 a−b represents the equivalent resistance between electrode pair a − b when the pipe is full of continuous medium (σ = σ 0 ). R i a−b is the equivalent resistance between electrode pair a − b when the conductivity of the ith element changes from σ 0 to σ 1 and the remaining elements are still kept at σ 0 . µ i is the area ratio of the whole pipe cross section to the ith element.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. TYPICAL SENSITIVITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF CCERT SENSOR UNDER ONE-ELECTRODE EXCITATION PATTERN
For the conventional one-electrode excitation pattern, the six typical sensitivity distributions of the CCERT sensor are shown in Fig. 4 . 
B. TYPICAL SENSITIVITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF CCERT SENSOR UNDER THREE-ELECTRODE EXCITATION PATTERN
For the three-electrode excitation pattern, the five typical sensitivity distributions of the CCERT sensor are shown in Fig. 5 .
C. TYPICAL SENSITIVITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF CCERT SENSOR UNDER FIVE-ELECTRODE EXCITATION PATTERN
For the five-electrode excitation pattern, the four typical sensitivity distributions of the CCERT sensor are shown in Fig. 6 . 
D. DISCUSSIONS AND COMPARISONS
From Fig.4∼Fig.6 , it can be found that there is no negativesensitivity region in all the sensitivity distributions under the three excitation patterns. For all the sensitivity distributions under the three excitation patterns, there is no uniform sensitivity distribution. In each sensitivity distribution, sensitivities of the elements in the central area are all much lower than that of the elements near the wall. In the one-electrode excitation pattern, sensitivities of the elements near the excitation electrode are almost the same as that of the elements near the detection electrode. While, as the number of excitation electrodes increases, sensitivities of the elements near the detection electrode are increasing to be much higher than that of the elements near the excitation electrodes, especially in the five-electrode excitation pattern.
To quantitatively analyze the sensitivity distributions, four indexes, the average sensitivity S, the maximum sensitivity S max , the minimum sensitivity S min and the uniformity coefficient K a−b , are introduced.
The average sensitivity S is defined as:
where, N is the number of typical sensitivity distributions. For one-electrode excitation pattern, there are six typical distributions, N = 6. For three-electrode excitation pattern, there are five typical sensitivity distributions, N = 5. For five-electrode excitation pattern, there are four typical sensi-
S i a−b is the average sensitivity of the jth typical sensitivity distribution, where M = 864 is the number of elements. Obviously, S is the overall average of all the typical sensitivity distributions of a specific excitation pattern.
The maximum sensitivity S max is defined as
where, S j max = max(S i a−b ) is the maximum sensitivity of the jth typical sensitivity distribution, i = 1, 2, . . . , M . So, S max is the maximum of all the typical sensitivity distributions of a specific excitation pattern.
Similarly, the minimum sensitivity S min is defined as
where, S j min = min(S i a−b ) is the minimum sensitivity of the jth typical sensitivity distribution, i = 1, 2, . . . , M . So, S min is the minimum of all the typical sensitivity distributions of a specific excitation pattern.
The uniformity coefficient of a specific typical sensitivity distribution K a−b is determined by the ratio of the sum of 50 maximum sensitivities and the sum of 50 minimum sensitivities, which can be described as is the sum of 50 minimum sensitivities of the typical sensitivity distribution.
Uniformity coefficients of two typical sensitivity distributions (one is the distribution that the detection electrode is adjacent to the excitation electrode(s), the other is the distribution that the detection electrode is opposite to the excitation electrode(s)) under the three excitation patterns are compared, as shown in Table I . For the one-electrode excitation pattern with electrode 1 selected as the excitation electrode (a = 1), electrode 2 is the adjacent detection electrode (b = 2) and electrode 7 is the opposite detection electrode (b = 7). For the three-electrode excitation pattern with electrode 1, 2, 3 selected as the excitation electrodes (a = 1, 2 and 3), electrode 4 is the adjacent detection electrode (b = 4) and electrode 8 is the opposite detection electrode (b = 8). For the five-electrode excitation pattern with electrode 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 selected as the excitation electrodes (a = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5), electrode 6 is the adjacent detection electrode (b = 6) and electrode 9 is the opposite detection electrode (b = 9). Table I lists the four indexes of the CCERT sensor under different excitation patterns. It can be found that the CCERT sensor has the lowest average sensitivity under the oneelectrode excitation pattern and has the highest average sensitivity under the five-electrode excitation pattern. That means with the increase of the number of excitation electrodes, the overall sensitivity of the CCERT sensor also increases. Meanwhile, for the detection electrode in either the adjacent position or the opposite position relative to the excitation electrode(s), the uniformity coefficient of sensitivity distribution under the one-electrode excitation pattern is the largest and that under the five-electrode excitation pattern is the smallest. Because smaller uniformity coefficient means better uniformity of sensitivity distribution, the research results indicate that with the increase of the number of excitation electrodes, the sensitivity distribution of the CCERT sensor becomes more uniform.
Although the measurement strategy of CCERT is different from that of the conventional ERT [9] , [16] , [17] , [36] , [37] and ECT [38] , [39] , some similar characteristics can be found, such as all of the sensitivity distributions are not uniform, the sensitivities of the elements near the wall are much higher than that of the elements in the central area. Meanwhile, unlike some ERT sensors and some ECT sensors which have negative regions in the sensitivity distributions [10] , [12] , [36] , [37] , there is no negative region in the sensitivity distributions of the CCERT sensor. That is beneficial for succeeding image reconstruction and parameter measurement.
Although the increase of excitation electrodes result in higher average sensitivity and better distribution uniformity, from the viewpoint of practical application, with the increase of the excitation electrodes, the difficulty of sensor design and the complexity of the CCERT sensor will also increase, while the number of independent measurements may decrease.
IV. CONCLUSION
The sensitivity distributions of CCERT under three different excitation patterns (the one-electrode excitation pattern, the three-electrode excitation pattern and the five-electrode excitation pattern) were studied and compared by software simulation (COMSOL Multiphysics and MATLAB). The research results obtained in this work are listed as follows:
(1) There is no negative region exists in the sensitivity distributions of CCERT. That is beneficial for further image reconstruction and parameter measurement.
(2) The sensitivity distributions of CCERT are not uniform. The sensitivities of the elements near the pipe wall are much higher than that of the elements in the central area.
(3) With the increase of the number of excitation electrodes, the average sensitivity of the sensitivity distributions increases and the sensitivity distribution becomes more uniform.
Useful knowledge and experience are obtained in this work, which can provide reference for further research and development of CCERT. However, more research works should be undertaken in this area, such as how to make a suitable compromise between the sensitivity distribution, the system complexity of CCERT and the number of independent measurements, etc.
